On Gay Pride Day every year, thousands of Lesbians and gay men, friends and supporters fill the streets to show the pride we have in ourselves and our lifestyles, and our fearlessness against attacks and oppression.

This year, however, there is also much to protest. With the so-called Moral Majority aiming its crusades at San Francisco gays, and the Family Protection Act in Washington before the Congress, threatening to remove our civil liberties, we need to be on the streets showing our strength and letting our voices be heard.

Furthermore, we know we are not the only ones being attacked or threatened. The Reagan Economic Plan is bringing cutbacks, layoffs, lower wages, higher prices and more military spending; and the patriotic rhetoric of a new Cold War covering up intervention in El Salvador and reviving "McCarthyism."

So, as we remember the spirit of Stonewall and May 21st, we say, "NO!" to all injustices and oppression, and FIGHT BACK!

The Stonewall Contingent invites all progressive organizations and independent individuals who share our spirit to march with us. Bring your own banners and come support this year’s Parade Committee that has worked all year to bring the Parade back to the People.

Remember, the Stonewall Rebellion marked the birth of the modern gay and lesbian liberation movement. Those days of rage was not just in response to a bar raid, anymore than the San Francisco rebellion May 21st was not just about a court decision. They were demonstrations of rage a centuries of harassment, persecution, and oppression. These rebellions have told the world that we will fight openly for our liberation if need be.
NEW YORK, June 5 — Demonstrators throughout the Middle East were united in their demand for peace in the region. Among the sponsors of the event were the Palestine Council of North America, and the Palestine Solidarity Committee.

The event was attended by over 100,000 people in Washington, D.C., and organizers hailed the turnout as a significant victory for the peace movement. They cited the event's success as a testament to the growing demand for an end to the conflict in the region.

While the event was viewed as a positive development, there were concerns that the violence in the Middle East was far from over. The speakers emphasized the need for continued efforts to bring about peace and stability in the region.

The event was organized by a coalition of groups, including the Palestine Council of North America, the Palestine Solidarity Committee, and other organizations. The organizers were pleased with the turnout and expressed hope that the event would help bring about a lasting peace in the region.
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Discover yourself tonight my love
Just the many stars who keep coming
But to me you are the day
Even their glory is past
My light and my way

Way before the hour reaches noon, that is soon
We'll nab him again soon, that fairy, that goon
This deviant is excused because he ain't normal
They're led by Troy Perry, and you could lose
Mercy, gracious, why am I called queer?
Sergeant Entrapment, we're down on our knees
With 90,000 faggots there, he might find a friend
But I ain't had the love that your ten children
Sergeant Entrapment, am I on the spot
No! Just tell it to the judge!

Gee Sergeant Entrapment, LOVE YOU!
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ARCH BROWN'S NEWSBOY

First West Coast Production

Directed by Allan Esteve

June 25, 1981

Arch Brown's "NEWSBOY" is OPEN and running at Theatre Rhinoceros!

"Wickedly witty" is how the Washington Post described Arch Brown's story at Theatre Rhinoceros. We now mark a special production for the city's most well established gay dance company. NEWSBOY addresses the conflict of a gay man coming out to his family in the throws of the 60's. "A hit" is how the San Francisco Examiner described the play for its use as an anti-gay platform.

Dr. Paul C. Reiman of the SF AIDS Institute and District Attorney of the City of San Francisco are just a few of the top notch professionals that have supported the production at Theatre Rhinoceros. Arch Brown is a professional dancer and writer in our city. He has written and directed a number of plays and has been a strong supporter of gay and lesbian issues. His work reflects the diversity and richness of the gay and lesbian community. Brown's play, "NEWSBOY," is a modern take on the classic tale of boyhood and AIDS. His portrayal of a young man's coming out journey is both humorous and poignant, highlighting the challenges of gay identity and acceptance. The play is currently running at Theatre Rhinoceros, located in the Castro District, and is a must-see for fans of both theatre and the gay community. For more information, visit Theatre Rhinoceros online.
ENTERTAINMENT

follow spot...continued from page 2...

ON THE ART SCENE: The Academy of Sciences in Golden Gate Park (211-5100 for info) has resumed a major exhibit of the paintings of Marynn Dolores. This native Californian, 1875-1946, specialized in scenes of the Southwest and her greatest strength lies in capturing the innate dignity of the Indians he deeply loved. A beautifully minimal view of a burned and ruined house in Hualapai, Arizona, and a Navajo sun dancer are among the works it should not be missed by anyone interested in the art scene.
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HABITS

COWBOY KIMO ROUND UP

Kimo Cudahy, hereafter referred to as Kimo, celebrated his thirty-first birthday again, at his Folks Street corral, Kimo's on Park at First Street. It was a packed event which was put together by his friends and staff, and there wasn't enough room to squeeze into the weight of the honorees.

Leonne Castrellone was on hand to wish Kimo birthday greetings. He took some photos before for us. The guy in the white hat at the top far left is Michael Byers, a handsome stad artist at Kimo's, and that Cowgirl Dorothy McPherson who is a friend of mine. A dark-haired cowboy hammed it up for the cameras with his friends.

Tommy Linn, guns Kimo and Ms. Castrellone, look over the stage and keep them all together as Tommy, the organizer of the party is one hot bachelor!

When the crowd got into Theatre Rhinoceros a big beefy man could be seen walking the floor and speaking to his friends and staff, and there wasn't enough room to squeeze into the weight of the honorees.

Leonne Castrellone was on hand to wish Kimo birthday greetings. He took some photos before for us. The guy in the white hat at the top far left is Michael Byers, a handsome stad artist at Kimo's, and that Cowgirl Dorothy McPherson who is a friend of mine. A dark-haired cowboy hammed it up for the cameras with his friends.
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"21 GOING ON 60" by LEE P.

As the light of day diappears behind the San Francisco skyline, an ever increasing number of young males are ready to take care of himself. Dane was going on 60!

Dane hit San Francisco disillusioned with the same music and honesty that had brought him to this Great City. He had been rebuffed by homosexuals who多半ly impounded his society and homophobia in perpetuating a false identity. Composed to Alabama, the relative "anything goes" of San Francisco's face. Dane was there by his 21st birthday, a 22 year old was instantly attracted to a younger man who used Dane's body and told him how sexy he was. Dane accepted what he believed to be an act of sodomy and discovered less discomfort in resignation.

Dane was heady with his first successful "sale" and plunged into hustling. He enjoyed the high points and fantasizations proved disconcerting contradictions. Following the sex act, Dane was awash with feelings of power and machismo. He gained weight and ceased caring about his appearance.

Dane joined the five guys for the weekend outside the Fillmore. The next several hours Dane was used and abused. When he was informed to be made for the duration. When he protested they stripped him naked. His assailant continued, "Dane was there for their pleasure. His initial refusal caused Dane being raped by three of his assailants. Dane was there for the next several hours Dane was used and abused. When Dane was informed to be made for the duration. When he protested they stripped him naked. Dane was in his bed-partner, erect, and surreptitiously to the active mouth which engulfed his body a request for oral sex. In spite of himself, Dane fell for it.

Dane was given weight and ceased caring about his appearance. His 21st year arrived in a nearly perfect on Turk Street. The night was spent with an acolyte of Jimmy Johnson. Rodney Johnson told reporters after the hearing and safety protection which prevented accidents in '77 alone. In 1980, NASSCO had a total of 11 accidental deaths in the firebombing of a toolshed.

The frame-up of the NASSCO 3 represents an attempt to sabotage a militant union struggle for decent working conditions and safety protection which prevented accidents in '77 alone. In 1980, NASSCO had a total of 11 accidental deaths in the firebombing of a toolshed.

With management, the FBI and the San Diego Police all acting in collusion, the three people will not stand by and accept attacks from the San Diego Police all acting in collusion, the three people will not stand by and accept attacks from the San Francisco Crusader. But as Dane heads toward age 22, it seems like it could be free.

—LEE P.

NASSCO 3 convicted in anti-union frame-up

SAN DIEGO June 5 The NASSCO 3 — David Boyd, Mark Lom and Rodney Johnson — were convicted this week after a five week trial on a charge of violating provisions of the Labor Management Relations Act. The jury found the three guilty of making false statements in connection with any labor relations matter in violation of the act.

The frame-up of the NASSCO 3 represents an attempt to suppress union struggle for decent working conditions and safety protection which prevented accidents in '77 alone. In 1980, NASSCO had a total of 11 accidental deaths in the firebombing of a toolshed. The company in the largest shipyard on the West Coast is the largest shipyard on the West Coast is the largest shipyard on the West Coast.

The frame-up of the NASSCO 3 was the result of a series of events that began in 1980 at the shipyard. From 1977-78, the San Diego Police ALL active in collusion, the three people will not stand by and accept attacks from the San Diego Police all acting in collusion, the three people will not stand by and accept attacks from the San Francisco Crusader. But as Dane heads toward age 22, it seems like it could be free.

—LEE P.

BOYCOTT COORS

Your support of this boycott is signed by the Gay Liberation Crusader. Your support of this boycott is signed by the Gay Liberation Crusader. Today as really always 1 know that the 1972 Christopher Street West/North American Gay Parade Committee never intended for this to happen. Today as really always 1 know that the 1972 Christopher Street West/North American Gay Parade Committee never intended for this to happen. The frame-up of the NASSCO 3 represents an attempt to sabotage a militant union struggle for decent working conditions and safety protection which prevented accidents in '77 alone. In 1980, NASSCO had a total of 11 accidental deaths in the firebombing of a toolshed.

With management, the FBI and the San Diego Police all acting in collusion, the three people will not stand by and accept attacks from the San Francisco Crusader. But as Dane heads toward age 22, it seems like it could be free.

—LEE P.
SUNDAY, JUNE 26th tens of thousands of marchers will step off at 11 a.m. at the intersection of Market and Spear Streets, and will march west on Market to the Civic Center/City Hall, where an entire afternoon of gala events will take place in addition to speakers and entertainment. Those who are with floats must begin lining up by 8 a.m. The Parade will be longer in all likely hood than last year's four hour Parade. The largest marching group will be the Stonewall Contingent which will be composed of several groups under one huge banner.

As things now stand, English rock singer and gay activist Tom Robinson will be marching along with all the others by the way they are now thanks to negotiations by the March planners. Those for the rally include Mel Brodner, president of the Gay Activists Alliance in Washington D.C., and Democratic Party politico-back. Feminist Priscilla Alexander; Supervisor Harry Britt; one of two gays ever elected citywide here in San Francisco; Carrie Cianchetti of Gays for Nicaragua; famed labor organizer Dolores Huerta of the United Farm Workers; John Neto of the Gay Youth group; Cazzi Gagliardi, disabled Lesbian Gay Day and Barbara Camier, co-chair of the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade Committee, and several others.

The rock 'n roll band CONAN will be performing at the Rally site in addition to many other groups such as Blackhawk's Canemore & DiGregorio; Swingshift, a Lesbian jazz combo; Chris Tanner, gay male songwriter and singer, as well as the women's rock band, Interference.

The Rally will have several MC's including Tede Samuel. Speakers for the rally include Mel Boozer, president of the Gay Activists Alliance in Washington D.C., and Democratic Party politico-back. Feminist Priscilla Alexander; Supervisor Harry Britt; one of two gays ever elected citywide here in San Francisco; Carrie Cianchetti of Gays for Nicaragua; famed labor organizer Dolores Huerta of the United Farm Workers; John Neto of the Gay Youth group; Cazzi Gagliardi, disabled Lesbian Gay Day and Barbara Camier, co-chair of the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade Committee, and several others.

The rock 'n roll band CONAN will be performing at the Rally site in addition to many other groups such as Blackhawk's Canemore & DiGregorio; Swingshift, a Lesbian jazz combo; Chris Tanner, gay male songwriter and singer, as well as the women's rock band, Interference.

The Rally will have several MC's including Tede Samuel. Speakers for the rally include Mel Boozer, president of the Gay Activists Alliance in Washington D.C., and Democratic Party politico-back. Feminist Priscilla Alexander; Supervisor Harry Britt; one of two gays ever elected citywide here in San Francisco; Carrie Cianchetti of Gays for Nicaragua; famed labor organizer Dolores Huerta of the United Farm Workers; John Neto of the Gay Youth group; Cazzi Gagliardi, disabled Lesbian Gay Day and Barbara Camier, co-chair of the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade Committee, and several others.

The rock 'n roll band CONAN will be performing at the Rally site in addition to many other groups such as Blackhawk's Canemore & DiGregorio; Swingshift, a Lesbian jazz combo; Chris Tanner, gay male songwriter and singer, as well as the women's rock band, Interference.

The Rally will have several MC's including Tede Samuel. Speakers for the rally include Mel Boozer, president of the Gay Activists Alliance in Washington D.C., and Democratic Party politico-back. Feminist Priscilla Alexander; Supervisor Harry Britt; one of two gays ever elected citywide here in San Francisco; Carrie Cianchetti of Gays for Nicaragua; famed labor organizer Dolores Huerta of the United Farm Workers; John Neto of the Gay Youth group; Cazzi Gagliardi, disabled Lesbian Gay Day and Barbara Camier, co-chair of the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade Committee, and several others.
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DAVID CAFFERTY of the ENDUP and PENDULUM is one
you really would think Mr. Souza would rest.
SOUZA BUNS has had BILL HEATH with him out at
VIDÉO TAPE/ rfj

Would you just look at Smiling
That's him at the left here. The
GRAND BRASSERIE??!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FAYE ROOF of the CASTLE

Where as near to beirig as good as
the CASTLE GRAND Brasserie.
☆  Rims Novelties

Two above are two o f the best workers at the
them are GEORGE AND YOLANDA the owners giving us the

BOB works the c o a tc h e »  and the lights at the END UP!

Lenny Molaro's 527 CLUB FOR EXCELLENT IN DINING.
Prime Rib

Breakfast 7:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Cocktails 2:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
SATURDAY SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
BRUNCH ON OUR GARDEN DECK
495-4527

If we haven't got it —
Best Price in Town!

We have everything,

Dues for the SFPigD, is gaycotting the Parade as is all of the

CITIZENSHIP, gay and lesbian in the Bay Area, who are...but the...and the

Get 1 Free

Topps in X-Rated Films, Mags, Videos

City Books

Best Price in Town!
If we haven't got it —
we'll get it!!!

SPECIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED.

52 Turk Street, San Francisco
771-7628

NOW OPEN
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The preparations for the FRISCO SALOON/BAY's HEAD/PETER'S SUNDAY LAWN DANCE are well underway and it is apparent that it will be a fun one for sure. Any room for the kids?

As per the norm in "Romantic TOM/(C)atch Grand Moments," we can't help helping with his Freshman...he's so buttiful!!!!!!!!!

After hearing "Wizard of Wax-Monkey!" He is well-endowed and RFT can't find him anymore and that's the way I'm going to keep it. Pretty soon very BIG stuff going on, right Bill Palmer?!

"CLASH OF THE TITANS" has one of the most handsome young men in the short sleeves in years...hope he gets into male-male porn!

A Message To An Abominable One: You may old some who...but may he want you are really even in the inner you? Think about it!!!

The dude at the left is "LONNIE from Hayward. Here have known him for sometime now!!!!!!"

Understand that the almost pitiless are...Eddi??? Yikes!!!

Yikes!!! The monkey priest....has been having a terrible time with his new manager..and IGCK knows what to say exactly except...I will read it again and give you just a bit too much...and if GAY RAP shuts down, the writing will be on the wall for it. As is just a muck of futch....he throws darts and arrows of what you mean...but the Howard Wallace affair was just too much good. Sorry about that...and Gay Events Tape # short of robbery???????

What's with the south of Market leather bars letting all those phoney faces in the Castro steal their thunder? It's just too much-futch...he throws darts and arrows of the two theaters hill but the pills of fire to the nasty has-beens doesn't it RC?

Eddie Van and Pappa Doc...give it up!!! You haven't had an advertisement in years...should you just say, "We're back to the tired SWP...that is, they'll have ya!"

Sure above is saying something and two can...there is going to be a new show woven that one ends off bringing to get right aware for their grand opening and 4th anniversary party. It was really a big affair...just off to the whole staff of Alfie's.

Is it possible that when the BTNF gets to have their pic on that another pic will be held the same day?? Chances are pretty good!!!
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Gay Freedom Day PARTY 3:00
free Bar-B-Q Buffet on our Patio
DANCE ON AND BEHIND THE GIANT END UP 'JUKEBOX'
IN THE GAY PARADE AND FOLLOW THE FLOAT TO THE
END UP FOR OUR PATIO BAR B-Q BUFFET.

Tokens will be given out Fri-Sat & Sun & at
the parade usable at party for beer & well
Drinks 2 for 1 with each Token!

Mike Morris, always funny, kicked off all of the
parade last Friday, a good man and a great friend
who was always fun and a good friend with Mitchell
Fay. What a good time!

TYRONE TURNER OF DISCOUNT BOOKS
is celebrating the first full year of
business and Susan will have her full
sharehorse. To all people of the KFT, not my KFT, who play along with us, TV is bad working,
and the guy gets what's just in proper working
order. We have given him a big hand and a
really nice present and a hitch when we wants to be that
can't we all... New idea and new TV and with him.

OPEN DAILY
(Open 24 hrs. Fridays and Saturdays)

Discount Book Store
112 Eddy Street
(415) 776-8744

Exposing yourself
OPEN 24 HR.
HEAD QUARTERS AT CLEMENT STREET

Mike Morris, always funny, kicked off all of the
parade last Friday, a good man and a great friend
who was always fun and a good friend with Mitchell
Fay. What a good time!

BAR B-Q BUFFET

THE ENDUP
SAN FRANCISCO
Disco 495-9550
6th & Harrison

Gay Night at Africa USA/Marine World... and Esta Noche... also, BOYCOTT the
Gay Night at Africa USA/Marine World... in bar have camp ar a summer. Stand up
and membership and you can't beat that anywhere!!!!!!!!

DONALD STAY

From the above it is obvious that the doctors are makin
the payments so the pig is out of the hospital.

BEAUTIFUL BOB no longer owns the *8th Day Saloon!* ......he sold
his other half of 1 full year now, RUSTY
and his punk-rock band will be at the
And I caught it and printed it.'.' CONAN
make a face....well, he made his "face"

RUSTY CHEEKE is home....out of the hospital.

THE "Chipmunks" have a new record album of
"i promise you!!!). TY is hard work'

Don't you were Civic Center Rally after the Gay Parade
in the pic below at the left. Bob's the one with the lite

BEAUTIFUL BOB no longer owns
Ray's of the "Greaseless Monkees!'

BELLA the otherself/sister of PAUL FOGG is too Wonder how things are over at that movie toilet on
Lucy Fog as the otherself/sister of Paul Fog as the
BEAUTIFUL BOB no longer owns
the "8th Day Saloon!* ......he sold
his other half of 1 full year now, RUSTY
and his punk-rock band will be at the

CONAN
...did you get that new girdle yet?
also in the pic below at the left. Bob's the one with the lite

BELLA the otherself/sister of PAUL FOGG is too Wonder how things are over at that movie toilet on
Lucy Fog as the otherself/sister of Paul Fog as the
BEAUTIFUL BOB no longer owns
the "8th Day Saloon!* ......he sold
his other half of 1 full year now, RUSTY
and his punk-rock band will be at the
“I just love PARADES...don’t you?”

“CELEBRATION!”

tom lovett souza
HANDSOME

A JOE GAGE FILM

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st.  tel: 781-9468